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ABSTRACT The healthcare sector is a very crucial and important sector of any society, and with the
evolution of the various deployed technologies, like the Internet of Things (IoT), machine learning and
blockchain it has numerous advantages. However, in this section, the data is much more vulnerable than
others, because the data is strictly private and confidential, and it requires a highly secured framework for the
transmission of data between entities. In this article, we aim to design a blockchain-envisioned authentication
and key management mechanism for the IoMT-based smart healthcare applications (in short, we call it
SBAKM-HS). We compare the various attributes of the proposed SBAKM-HS and other existing schemes
to demonstrate that SBAKM-HS outperforms other existing schemes. The conducted security analysis
and formal security verification via Scyther automated validation tool prove the security of the proposed
SBAKM-HS against various possible potential attacks. Next, a real-tested implementation of SBAKM-HS
is provided to observe its impact on the performance of the system.

INDEX TERMS Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), smart healthcare, blockchain, authentication, key
agreement, security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart healthcare is the widespread use of electronic devices,
and communication technology over the internet to support
and enhance existing healthcare facilities and to develop
advanced and automated healthcare systems [1]. Internet of
Things (IoT) is the use of electronic devices fitted with
sensors to record data from their neighbouring environment.
These devices can also be equipped with components such as
processors, software, and transmitting/receiving the ability to
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process and exchange information over the internet or com-
munication channels. IoT devices are used to convert other-
wise human-operated systems into automated smart devices,
such as smart TVs or Smart Vehicles. Smart Environments
such as a smart home or smart office can also be created
using multiple IoT devices connected in coordination. One
of the sub-branches of IoT is the Internet of Medical Things
(IoMT) which deals with IoT devices designed specifically
for the collection, processing, and exchange of medical data.
IoMT is a communication network consisting of hardware
and software components connected to healthcare IT sys-
tems [2]. Smart healthcare makes extensive usage of the
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Internet of Medical Things environment to monitor patients
in real-time and administer necessary treatment. IoMT-based
smart healthcare can keep up-to-date records of patient’s
vitals which are regularly recorded at pre-defined intervals,
which would otherwise require a lot of human intervention
and is also prone to human error [3], [4], [5]. Smart health-
care systems provide remote access to gather information
regarding patients’ Vitals (body temperature, SpO2 (Blood
Oxygen) Levels, Blood Pressure, Electrocardiogram (ECG),
Heart Rate, and Respiration) using IoMT devices (such as
Heart Rate sensor (MAX30100), actuators) connected to a
personal or cloud server. The data can be accessed through
the cloud server by a remote Medical Personnel (e.g., Doc-
tor) making diagnosis easier and effective medicine can be
prescribed [6], [7]. Following are the outcomes of a smart
healthcare system.

• Efficient monitoring: All the patient’s vitals can be
effectively recorded without the need for human help.
Recorded data is also free of human error. Also, Data is
periodically recorded and updated on the servers.

• Remote diagnosis: Patients Can Consult Doctors from
the comfort of their homes, and doctors can easily diag-
nose and prescribe the patients by analyzing the vitals of
the patient.

• Cost factor: Such a system will reduce the cost of
treatment as patients can freely move whilst wearing
smart healthcare devices, thus it is not mandatory to
admit the patient for a long time, which further reduces
the operational cost of the hospital.

• Access: Accessibility of medical services such as diag-
nosis of a patient in case of emergency will improve
since the doctor can monitor the patient’s health
remotely. Additionally, they can also suggest treatment
without any delay.

• Improve patient involvement: Smart healthcare pro-
vides the consumer with more access to their medical
records, and improves their overall involvement in their
medical care, which in turn would improve their overall
satisfaction and healthcare experience.

The patient’s information is gathered, processed, and
stored with the aid of an IoMT-based smart healthcare system
using a personal server as an intermediary node. This system
enables the personal server to gain access to all of the user’s
data, which can then be sent to the cloud server for processing
and secure storage. The patient’s data may also be accessed
by external users (such as a doctor or the patient’s attendant)
via a cloud server.

Health-related information, however, is particularly sen-
sitive by nature and should only be kept and shared using
secure methods. We require a secure authentication/ access
control mechanism between the user’s personal server and
smart healthcare device for the system to be secured. The
exchange of data between the cloud server and distant devices
(i.e., smartphones of users) should likewise follow a similar
authentication/access control policy. To prevent data alter-
ations or tampering, a blockchain-based mechanism should

also be set up on the cloud server of the peer-to-peer cloud
server network.

Blockchain is the modern data storage and exchange
technology, which is tamper-proof, and makes it difficult
to alter, update or hack the data stored on it. Blockchain
is a distributed ledger technology, in which data (in the
form of certain transactions) is duplicated and stored among
thousands of servers spread over the globe, thus forming a
‘‘peer-to-peer’’ network. Here each peer or node is of equal
value, eliminating the need for a master or server node thus
holding the integrity of data. A blockchain network also
allows each node to access the information uploaded by any
node, thus maintaining the availability of data. To alter the
data in a blockchain 51% of the peers need to simultane-
ously vote in favour of the update, which is exceedingly
difficult to achieve, thus making the blockchain practically
tamper-proof [8]. In a smart healthcare system, most of the
communication or data exchange is wireless in nature. IoMT
devices fitted to the patient’s body communicate with the
patient’s personal server wirelessly (using Wi-Fi or simi-
lar technology). With IoMT-based smart healthcare systems,
such data transfer is susceptible to attacks like man-in-the-
middle (MiTM), privileged insider, replay, etc [8].

Furthermore, impersonation or masquerading attacks can
allow malicious users to pose as the personal server and
directly connect to the body sensors, while in close proximity
to the patient. This can cause sensitive information related
to the patient’s health to be revealed to someone that can
cause harm to the social and personal life of the patient. The
Healthcare data of a patient is overly sensitive and should not
be modified or tampered with in any case. To achieve secure
transmission of data and prevent attacks, an access control
mechanism or protocol should be deployed that will authenti-
cate and verify the participating parties (for instance, personal
server and healthcare device) in the communication channel
and will only begin the transmission in case of successful
authentication. From the above discussion, it is noticeably
clear that to implement an IoMT-based smart healthcare sys-
tem, we need to also implement a ‘‘secure authentication
and key management mechanism’’ to store and exchange
important healthcare data.

A. MOTIVATION
Our daily healthcare supports and usage demand the use of an
intelligent healthcare system. Unfortunately, it is vulnerable
to a variety of security and privacy issues, such as ‘‘replay
attacks, denial of service attacks, malware injection, physi-
cal smart healthcare device theft attacks, man-in-the-middle
attacks, impersonation attacks, the unauthorised session key
computation, stolen verifier attacks, and others’’. Moreover,
conventional security methods such as authentication, key
formation, and access control are not very safe and may
fail as a result of possible attacks [9], [10], [11] For which,
we require strong security procedures to fight against these
possible risks and assaults. In this paper, we have presented
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a blockchain-envisioned mechanism, which provides better
security and extra functionality features than the various
existing schemes.

B. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
The following lists the research contributions made by the
proposed SBAKM-HS.

• We propose a blockchain-envisioned authentication and
key management mechanism for IoMT-based smart
healthcare applications (in short SBAKM-HS).

• We compare the various attributes of the proposed
SBAKM-HS and other existing schemes. SBAKM-HS
outperforms other existing schemes.

• The formal security verification (using the Scyther tool)
and performed security analysis demonstrate the secu-
rity of the proposed SBAKM-HS against a variety of
potential threats/ attacks.

• The testbed implementation of SBAKM-HS is offered as
a final step so that system performance can be evaluated
in real-time.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Researchers are already working on the same concept and
approach, as many of them already had presented their
research articles [12], [13], [14], [15], [16]. Xiao et al. [17]
presented intelligent UAV-based monitoring systems, which
were turning into a crucial tool for crowd surveillance. Uses
of such systems might include recognising strange or hostile
behaviour in a crowd to preserve the security and safety
of the public, especially during epidemics or periods of
social upheaval when technology was designed to replace
the human element in order to assure scalability and reduce
danger. Therefore, a safe architecture must be achieved using
an efficient technique that takes into account the system’s dis-
persed nature as well as the UAV agents’ limited processing
power. A secure, open, and effective network infrastructure
for UAV systems will be provided by a blockchain, a dis-
tributed network technology. As a result, they suggested a
distributed monitoring system that uses drone swarms in
a network that runs on blockchain technology. In order to
achieve the cooperative drone swarm’s ability to consistently
carry out monitoring tasks, the security protocol and encryp-
tion algorithm was implemented in the suggested monitoring
mechanism.

The introduction of blockchain technology enables tamper-
proof monitoring log recording and supports collective mon-
itoring decision-making. Ferrag and Shu [1] presented that
IoT security and privacy solutions based on blockchain.
They have started it by outlining the previous studies that
address blockchain security for Internet of Things networks.
Then, they looked into blockchain-based security and privacy
solutions for seventeen various varieties of IoT applications,
including ‘‘Industry 4.0, software-defined networking, edge
computing, the Internet of Drones, the Internet of Cloud, the
Internet of Energy, the Internet of Vehicles, etc.’’ Also, they

contrasted the nine characteristics–latency, throughput, pro-
cessing, storage, and communication costs; scalability; attack
model; benefit; and disadvantage–of the different consensus
approaches. In addition, they performed security analysis
techniques and divided them into four groups, including the
‘‘AVISPA tool, game theory, theory analysis, and Burrows,
Abadi, and Needham (BAN) logic.’’ On the basis of the find-
ings, the critical steps to follow while creating and evaluating
blockchain-based security and privacy strategies were also
provided.

Lu et al. [11] presented a scheme for smart factory sys-
tems, driven through the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).
They applied IIoT technologies to industrial contexts. It made
use of a variety of sensors to gather data from industrial
machines. In order to increase industrial productivity and
product quality, the data were examined. Data outsourcing
could be solved by using cloud storage, particularly for sen-
sors with constrained local storage and processing power. The
acquired data should be kept in a formal cipher text in order to
guarantee that the devices’ privacy was preserved. The cloud
storage option for sensors was taken into consideration in
their article.

Paul et al. [18] discussed that The Internet of Things (IoT)
was exploding in both academia and business. IoT had many
common and customary security solutions, yet it still faced
several privacy and security issues. Because of the dispersed
architecture and resource limitations, the bulk of IoT devices
were not suited for standard security protocols. Blockchain
was most effectively used to maintain the five fundamental
cryptographic primitives of secrecy, authenticity, integrity,
availability, and non-repudiation. When standard blockchain
was used in IoT security, it results in excessive energy con-
sumption, delays, and computational overheads, which were
inappropriate for diverse IoT devices with limited resources.
For the purpose of maintaining all cryptographic security
and privacy concerns, the suggested IoT-based smart city
design used blockchain technology. Their scheme had very
little overhead. Their study looked at current threat models
and important access control issues that dealt with a variety
of permissions on various processing nodes in order to find
relevant inconsistencies. As compared to current literature
in terms of all security concerns, their suggested architec-
ture was comparably efficient. This study’s main objective
was to investigate if blockchain might serve as a substi-
tute for traditional security measures in low-resource IoT
applications.

Yang et al. [19] discussed that IoT has gained significant
attraction over the past ten years in a number of industries,
including education, business, government, and healthcare.
One of the difficult problems associated with the growing
number of connected devices in the IoT system is ensur-
ing device authenticity so that users may make decisions
with high trust. The heterogeneity of the IoT system and
the resource-constrained devices raised additional concerns
about how to govern such a system and guarantee security and
privacy for devices. We proposed a new ‘‘blockchain-driven
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authentication and key management technique’’ for IoMT-
based smart healthcare systems to overcome the problems.

III. SYSTEM MODELS
The required systemmodels of the proposed SBAKM-HS are
given below.

A. NETWORK MODEL
Fig. 1 depicts the network model of the proposed
SBAKM-HS. In the given scenario, we have linked smart
healthcare devices to a patient, a personal server, and a
number of users, like doctors and nursing staffs. Smart
healthcare devices examine and monitor individuals’ health
before uploading data to a personal server for its processing
and forwarding to the cloud server. Therefore, the data is
transferred to the associated cloud servers for further usage.
The cloud server’s function in this circumstance is critical
since it processes and stores healthcare data. This cloud
data might then be utilized to provide beneficial outcomes
through some machine learning algorithms (for example,
prediction about a patient’s illness). Various types of users
(i.e., doctors) want to access healthcare data. As a result,
for safe exchange of data among smart healthcare devices
and personal servers, as well as among personal servers
and cloud servers, secure mutual authentication and session
key establishment are essentially needed. In a similar way,
it is also required among the cloud servers and users. Using
this technique, the entities, namely smart healthcare devices
and personal servers, mutually authenticate and establish
session keys for safe data transmission. This paper provides
a secure mutual authentication and key establishment pro-
cedure between the legitimate smart healthcare devices and
their respective personal server(s). Apart from that, there
is a separate procedure for key management between the
legitimate personal server and the cloud server to assure
their secure data transmission. Moreover, a trusted authority,
TA, which is also the system’s trusted entity, registers other
entities (i.e., devices, servers, and users) and provides them
with the secret credentials so that the ‘‘mutual authentication
and key establishment’’ phase can be proceed as planned.

B. THREAT MODEL
In the proposed SBAKM-HS, we take into consideration
the following threat and adversary models. The Dolev-Yao
(DY) threat model, which is rather popular, has been used as
the basis for the design of the SBAKM-HS [20]. According
to the DY model, two interacting entities are required to
connect with one another through a path that is not secure,
specifically the Internet. In general, end-point entities, such
as smart healthcare devices and personal servers, are not
to be fully trusted. Hence, messages that are sent across a
public channel that is not secure are susceptible to being
snooped on, modified, or even deleted by an adversary who
is either active or passive, such as an attacker A. In addition,
when we construct an authentication and key establishment
protocol, we adhere to the adversary model developed by

FIGURE 1. Network model of the proposed SBAKM-HS.

Canetti and Krawczyk (CK), which is the model that is cur-
rently considered to be the de-facto standard [10] as compared
to the DY model. In the CK adversary model, A can have all
of the powers that are available in the DY model. In addition,
the adversary A can get the session states, also known as
the credentials associated with the session, and the session
keys for a particular session.A can physically capture certain
smart healthcare devices and steal the information that is
stored in their memory by applying the methods of a sophisti-
cated power analysis attack. The information that is gathered
could also be used to carry out malicious operations, such
as calculating secret credentials and session keys, as well as
to launch other attacks, such as impersonating smart health-
care devices, replaying data, and launching privileged-insider
and man-in-the-middle (MiTM) attacks. These attacks could
be launched by using the information that is gathered. The
personal servers are deployed under some physical security
to thwart the attempts of physical personal server stolen
attack [21]. In addition, it was anticipated that the network’s
trusted registration authority TAwas a secure entity that could
not be compromised in any way. Despite the fact that cloud
servers are considered to be partially trusted entities within
the network [9].

IV. DETAILS OF THE PROPOSED SBAKM-HS
We describe the processes of the proposed SBAKM-HS in
this section. It is broken down into multiple stages, including
the phases of ‘‘registration, key establishment, authentica-
tion, dynamic device addition, and blockchain implemen-
tation.’’ Table 1 lists the specifics of the notations used in
SBAKM-HS. The following parts of this section provide
more detail on the different SBAKM-HS phases.

A. PRE-DEPLOYMENT PHASE
This phase permits the TA to fulfill the registration of sensors
and servers before they are installed in the network.
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TABLE 1. Notations used in the proposed SBAKM-HS.

B. REGISTRATION PHASE
In this stage, smart healthcare devices, personal and cloud
servers are registered. The dependable registration authority
TA completes all entity registrations. The information is pro-
vided below.

1) REGISTRATION OF SMART HEALTHCARE DEVICE HDi
Following the steps below, TA registers smart healthcare
device HDi.

• RHD1: For the registration of HDi, TA does the gen-
eration of identity of HDi as IDHDi . It then generates
a temporary identity of HDi as TIDHDi and a secret
key of itself as KTA. TA also does the creation of secret
key of HDi as kHDi and its master secret key as MKHDi
= h(IDHDi || kHDi ) and pseudo identity as RIDHDi =

h(IDHDi || kTA). Again, TA computes temporal credential
of HDi as TCHDi = h(IDHDi || kHDi || kTA|| RTSHDi ),
where RTSHDi is taken as the registration timestamp
value corresponding toHDi. TA again generates a unique
(distinct) random shared secret key of HDi as KHDi,PSj
with the respective registered personal server PSj.

• RHD2: Finally, TA stores the registration values like,
{TIDHDi , RIDHDi , KHDi,PSj , TCHDi , h(·),MKHDi} in the
memory of HDi.

2) REGISTRATION OF PERSONAL SERVER PSj
TA does the registration of personal server PSj as per the
following steps.

• RPS1: The TA generates the identity of PSj as IDPSj
and its secret key as kPSj . It then computes the pseudo
identity of PSj as RIDPSj = h(IDPSj || kTA), its temporal
credentials as TCPSj = h(IDPSi || kPSj || kTA|| RTSPSj ),
where RTSPSj is taken as the registration timestamp cor-
responding to PSj. After that, TA also generates a pseudo
identification number of PSj as PINPSj = h(IDPSj ||
kTA|| kPSj ) then TA selects a ‘‘unique symmetric bivari-
ate polynomial parameter µ(x, y) =

∑t
m,n=0 am,nxm

yn ∈ GF(p)[x, y] of degree t over a finite field (Galois
field) GF(p) (= Zp), where the coefficients ai,j’s are
selected from GF(p) and Zp = {0, 1, 2, · · · , p − 1}
with p being a satisfactorily large prime and t is enough
larger than the total number of personal servers to
be deployed.’’ For instance, a ‘‘bivariate polynomial
µ(x, y) = x4+ 3x3+ 2x2y2+ 3y3 + y4 over GF(5) is
symmetric as µ(y, x) = y4+ 3y3+ 2y2x2+ 3x3+ x4

= µ(x, y).’’ Furthermore, TA calculates a polynomial
share µ(PINPSj , y) =

∑t
m,n=0[am,n(PINPSj )

m]yn, which
is clearly a univariate polynomial of the same degree t .

• RPS2: Finally, TA stores the registration values like,
{{(TIDHDi , RIDHDi , KHDi,PSj ), i = 1, 2, · · · , nHD},

RIDPSj TCPSj ,PINPSj , µ(PINPSj , y), h(·)} in the secured
region of database of PSj.

3) REGISTRATION OF CLOUD SERVER CSk
TA does the registration of cloud server CSk as per the fol-
lowing steps.

• RCS1: The TA generates the identity of CSk as IDCSk
and its secret key as kCSk . After that, TA also gener-
ates a pseudo identification number of CSk as PINCSk
= h(IDCSk || kTA|| kCSk ) then TA selects a ‘‘unique
symmetric bivariate polynomial parameter’’ as stated
earlier. Furthermore, TA calculates a ‘‘polynomial share
µ(PINCSk , y) =

∑t
m,n=0[am,n(PINCSk )

m]yn, which is
clearly a univariate polynomial of the same degree t .’’

• RPS2: Finally, TA stores the registration values like,
{PINCSk µ(PINCSk , y), h(·)} in the secured region of
database of CSk .

Remark 1: The TA deletes all secret values, such as
KHDi,PSj , MKHDi , kHDi , kPSj , RTSHDi , RTSPSj , RIDHDi ,
RIDPSj , PINPSj , PINCSk ,µ(PINPSj , y), andµ(PINCSk , y) from
its memory in order to thwart attempts of stolen verifier
attacks and other potential attacks. The process for adding
dynamic devices uses a similar methodology. Additionally, all
registration values for HDi and PSj are kept in the secured
region of the database of PSj. Moreover, PSj is also under a
physical locking system to mitigate the attempts of physical
stolen attack of PSj [21].

C. AUTHENTICATION AND KEY AGREEMENT PHASE
BETWEEN HDi AND PSj
The authentication and key establishment between HDi and
PSj must take place during this step. The information is
provided below.

• AKAH1: HDi generates the new timestamp value TS1,
random secret value rs1 to start the procedure. After
that, parameters such as M1 = h(RIDHDi || ||KHDi,PSj
||TS1) ⊕ h(rs1|| TCHDi || MKHDi ), M2 = h(h(rs1||
MKHDi ||TCHDi )|| TS1) are computed. Then HDi sends
message msg1 = {TIDHDi ,M1,M2,TS1} to PSj through
the open channel.

• AKAH2: At the arrival of msg1, PSj verifies the time-
liness of TS1 via condition |TS1 − TS∗

1 | ≤ 1T , where
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TS1 is the standard receiving time ofmsg1 and TS∗

1 is the
time when msg1 is actually received. If the verification
of TS1 happens successfully, then PSj fetches RIDHDi ,
and KHDi,PSj corresponding to the received TIDHDi
from its database. After that PSj computes h(rs1||
MKHDi ||TCHDi ) = M1 ⊕ h(RIDHDi ||KHDi,PSj ||TS1) and
M ′

2 = h(h(rs1|| MKHDi ||TCHDi )|| TS1). It then checks
M ′

2 = M2? If the condition holds then HDi is authen-
ticated with PSj; Otherwise, it aborts the session with
HDi. After that PSj generates a fresh timestamp value
TS2 and a random secret value rs2. Further PSj com-
putes M3 = h(rs2|| RIDPSj || TCPSj ) ⊕ h(RIDHDi ||
KHDi,PSj ||TS1|| TS2). It again computes the session
key as SKPSj,HDi = h(h(rs2|| RIDPSj || TCPSj )|| h(rs1||
MKHDi || TCHDi )|| RIDHDi ||KHDi,PSj ||TS1|| TS2) andM4
= h(SKPSj,HDi || RIDHDi || TS1||TS2). After that PSj gen-
erates a new temporary identity of HDi as TIDnewHDi and
computes M5 = TIDnewHDi ⊕ h(RIDHDi || h(rs2|| RIDPSj ||
TCPSj )|| TS1|| TS2). It then sends message msg2 = {M3,

M4, M5, TS2} to HDi through the open channel.
• AKAH3: At the arrival of msg2, HDi verifies the time-
liness of TS2 as per the condition discussed earlier.
If that happens successfully, it then computes h(rs2||
RIDPSj || TCPSj ) = M3 ⊕h(RIDHDi || KHDi,PSj || TS1||
TS2). It again computes the session key as SKHDi,PSj =

h(h(rs2|| RIDPSj || TCPSj )|| h(rs1|| MKHDi || TCHDi )||
RIDHDi || KHDi,PSj ||TS1|| TS2) and M

′

4 = h(SKHDi,PSj ||
RIDHDi || TS1||TS2). After that, it checks the condition
M ′

4 = M4? If it holds then PSj is authenticated with HDi
and the session key computed by HDi is correct. HDi
also computes its new temporary identity as TIDnewHDi =

M5 ⊕ h(RIDHDi || h(rs2|| RIDPSj || TCPSj )|| TS1|| TS2).
HDi computes another message for session key verifica-
tion, which is done by PSj. Here HDi generates another
TS3 and computes M6 = h(SKHDi,PSj || TS3|| TID

new
HDi ).

It then sends message msg3 = {M6, TS3}.
• AKAH4: At the arrival of msg3, PSj verifies the timeli-
ness of TS3 as per the condition discussed earlier. If that
happens successfully, it computes M ′

6 = h(SKPSj,HDi )||
TS3|| TIDnewHDi ). Then PSj checks M

′

6 = M6? If it holds,
PSj assumes that the session key computed by HDi is
correct and HDi has successfully updated its new tem-
porary identity. Then bothHDi and PSj establish session
key SKHDi,PSj ( = SKPSj,HDi ) for the secure transmission
of their information.

D. DYNAMIC DEVICE ADDITION PHASE
This phase is required to add a new device to the network
when there is some need for that deployment. As some of the
devices may malfunction. Sometimes, there is a need for the
deployment of more devices in the network. The details of
dynamic device addition are given below.

• DDAH1: First of all TA generates the identity of
the new device HDν

i as IDν
HDi along with its tempo-

rary identity as TIDν
HDi . TA again generates its secret

key as kν
HDi . TA then computes its master key as

MK ν
HDi = h(IDν

HDi || k
ν
HDi ), pseudo-identity as RID

ν
HDi =

h(IDν
HDi || kTA) and temporal credentials as TCν

HDi =

h(IDν
HDi || kTA|| RTS

ν
HDi ). TA again generates a unique

(distinct) random shared secret key of HDν
i as K

ν
HDi,PSj

with the respective registered personal server PSj.
• DDAH2: Finally, TA stores the registration values like,

{TIDν
HDi , RID

ν
HDi , K

ν
HDi,PSj , TC

ν
HDi , h(·),MK

ν
HDi} in the

memory of HDν
i . Then HDν

i can be deployed in the
required region. TA also informs about the addition of
HDν

i to PSj via some secure mechanism.

E. KEY MANAGEMENT BETWEEN PSj AND CSk
This phase is required to perform the key management
between PSj and CSk . After their key establishment, they can
exchange their data in a secure way. For the secure key man-
agement between PSj and CSk , we can follow the approach
of Blundo et al. [22]. The following is an explanation of the
reasoning behind the utilization of the scheme developed
by Blundo et al. [22] for the establishment of pairwise keys
between PSj and CSk . If an adversaryA is successful in com-
promising (t+1) or more shares ofµ(x, y), then thatAwill be
in a position to quickly recreate the original, unique µ(x, y)
using Lagrange’s interpolation. Therefore, the exposure of up
to t shares does not divulge µ(x, y) toA, and as a result, non-
compromised shared keys that are based on µ(x, y) continue
to maintain their full level of security. Due to the fact that the
degree t of µ(x, y) is significantly more than the total number
of personal servers deployed [23]. Therefore, the proposed
scheme maintains unconditional security and t collusion-
resistant property. Suppose PSj and CSk want to establish
a pairwise secret key for their secure communication. The
procedure is similar to that in Blundo et al.’s scheme [22].

• KMPC1: PSj first initiates the process by sending
its PINPSj , a generated random nonce r1 and its cur-
rent timestamp TSps to CSk . Similarly, CSk also sends
PINCSk , a generated random nonce r2 and its current
timestamp TScs to PSj.

• KMPC2: After that PSj checks the validity of times-
tamp TSps and it is valid, PSj computes the secret key
shared with CSk using its own polynomial share as
SKPSj,CSk = h(µ(PINPSj ,PINCSk )|| r1||r2 ||TSps||TScs).
Similarly, CSk checks the validity of timestamp TScs
and it is valid, CSk computes the same secret key
shared with PSj using its polynomial share as SKCSk ,PSj
= h(µ(PINCSk ,PINPSj )|| r1||r2 ||TSps||TScs), which
is same as SKPSj,CSk because µ(PINPSj ,PINCSk ) =

µ(PINCSk ,PINPSj ) due to symmetry property of the
bivariate polynomial µ(x, y).

• KMPC3: Both PSj and CSk can now communicate
securely through this estimated and established secret
key, i.e., SKPSj,CSk = (SKCSk ,PSj ).

F. BLOCKCHAIN IMPLEMENTATION PHASE
In this phase, we provide the details of the blockchain imple-
mentation phase of the SBAKM-HS. This phase is elaborated
as follows:
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• BIP1: The blockchain of the healthcare data is imple-
mented at the peer-to-peer (P2P) cloud server network.
The smart healthcare devices, say HDi monitoring of
the health of the patients and send the data to the con-
nected personal server PSj. PSj creates the partial block
from the received healthcare. The partial block con-
tains information, like, the owner’s identity OWID, the
owner’s public key OWKU and encrypted transactions.
The encrypted transactions are obtained by converting
the healthcare data in the form of some transactions and
then performing encryption on them through OWKU .
For example, we can have TX = EOWKU (Tx |x = 1,
2, · · · nx), where nx are total number of transactions.
Further, we get the structure of partial block as PBi =

{OWID,OWKU ,TX}. Then PSj generates a fresh times-
tamp value as t1 and sends the following message
MBK1 = {PBi, t1} to the connected cloud server with
the help of the established session key SKPSj,CSk in a
secure way.

• BIP2: At the Arrival of MBK1 , CSk performs the ver-
ification of timestamp value t1 as per the condition
discussed earlier. If that happens successfully, then CSk
creates the full block FBi from the received partial block
PBi. The full block contains the values like block’s
ID BIDFBi , random nonce value RNFBi , fresh times-
tamp value TSFBi , hash of previous block HFBi−1 , hash
of this block HFBi , Merkle tree root MTRFBi , OWID,
OWKU , TX and signature of this block SGFBi . Further,
we get the structure of full block as FBi = {BIDFBi ,
RNFBi , TSFBi , HFBi−1 , HFBi , MTRFBi , OWID, OWKU ,

TX , SGFBi}. Then CSk broadcasts FBi and a puzzle PZi
to the authorisedminor nodes (cloud servers) of the peer-
to-peer cloud server network in a secure way to execute
the required consensus process. For the execution of the
consensus process, the steps of Practical Byzantine Fault
Tolerance (pBFT) can be utilized.

• BIP2: The minor nodes verify the genuineness of the
received FBi with the help of the signature verification,
which is available (i.e., SGFBi in the received block.
If the verification happens successfully then minor
nodes submit the solution of the puzzle PZi to the CSk
in a secure way. If a fraction of minor nodes (say 75%
yes) agree on the addition of the block FBi then FBi is
added to the blockchain. Otherwise, the addition of FBi
is aborted and the consensus process is started again.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED SBAKM-HS
In this section, we provide the details of the conducted
security analysis of the proposed SBAKM-HS. From the
conducted security analysis, it has been observed that the
SBAKM-HS has the potential to defend the potential attacks
of the domain. The details are given below.
Proposition 1: SBAKM-HS is secured against the replay

attack.
Proof: With the proposed SBAKM-HS, we used the

timestamp values TS1, TS2, and TS3 in all of the exchanged

messages. The recipient’s end also verifies these timestamp
values. It is presumed that the received message is new and
has not been replayed if the timestamp values can be verified
correctly. Thus, SBAKM-HS is able to defend the by replying
to messages-related attacks. □
Proposition 2: SBAKM-HS is secured against man-in-the-

middle (MiTM) and impersonation attacks.
Proof: In proposed SBAKM-HS,we used various times-

tamps, such as TS1, TS2 and TS3 random secret values, such as
rs1 and rs2, secret keys, such as kHDi and kPSj , and registration
timestamps, such as RTSHDi and RTSPSj . Because of the use
of these values, an attacker A will find it very challenging
to change the values of messages msg1, msg2 and msg3.
In addition, A is unable to generate the right messages by
itself. In these conditions, A loses the ability to carry out
MiTM and impersonation attacks on proposed SBAKM-HS.
Man-in-the-middle (MiTM) and impersonation attacks are
thus protected against by SBAKM-HS. □
Proposition 3: SBAKM-HS provides anonymity and

untraceability properties.
Proof: Under the proposed SBAKM-HS, none of the

identification is transmitted in plaintext. Thus, all personal
servers’ and devices’ identities are hidden. Newly created
variables, such as new timestamp values and random secret
values, are also used in the calculation of all transmitted
and received messages. As a result, the transmitted mes-
sages change in each session. Hence, it is impossible for a
potential A to trace the messages that have been delivered.
Further,A is not able to find out who communicates to whom
as the identification information is hidden. Thus the pro-
posed SBAKM-HS offers characteristics that enable device
anonymity and untraceability properties. □
Proposition 4: SBAKM-HS protects against ephemeral

secret leakage (ESL) attacks under the CK-adversary model.
Proof: Generally speaking, assessing the security of an

access control or authentication and key establishment tech-
nique is a good idea using the CK-adversary model’s guiding
principles. All of the attributes of the DYmodel are present to
the attacker in this model. In contrast,Amight be able to steal
session states. It implies that A can determine the session
key if a freshly developed technique handles it improperly.
It is advised that the session keys be computed using both
‘‘short-term secrets (such as timestamps and random nonce
values) and long-term secrets (like secret keys andmany iden-
tities).’’ In SBAKM-HS, session key between HDi and PSj is
calculated as SKHDi,PSj = h(h(rs2|| RIDPSj || TCPSj )|| h(rs1||
MKHDi || TCHDi )|| RIDHDi || KHDi,PSj ||TS1|| TS2) It contains
both ‘‘short term secrets (like, timestamp TS1, TS2, TS3,
random secret values rs1, rs2)’’ and ‘‘long term secrets (like,
secret keys KHDi,PSj , kHDi , kTA, kPSj and RIDHDi , RIDPSj )’’.
It’s also important to note that each session starts with the
computation and establishment of a new session key. Attacker
A cannot produce the appropriate session key because he or
she is unaware of the long and short-term secrets required
for precise session key computation. Consequently, it can
be stated that the proposed SBAKM-HS is guarded against
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unauthorized attempts to compute session keys in accordance
with the CK-adversary model. □
Proposition 5: SBAKM-HS is secured against privileged

insider attack.
Proof: After an entity is successfully registered in the

SBAKM-HS, the secret registration information (like, kHDi ,
RTSHDi ) is deleted from the TA’s memory. The insider TA
user is, therefore, not aware of these hidden values. The
entity’s confidential information may be used by an insider
user of TA who is acting maliciously to carry out damaging
attacks like credential guesswork, MiTM, identity fraud, and
unlawful session key calculation. However, these personal
settings in SBAKM-HS are not accessible to the insider TA
user. As a result, the proposed SBAKM-HS is safeguarded
against privileged insider attack. □
Proposition 6: SBAKM-HS has the ability to mitigate the

physical smart healthcare device capture attack.
Proof: If a security approach is the target of a smart

healthcare device capture attack, then the security of the com-
munication will be affected. If session keys or other sensitive
data about the devices or users are made public, it is not good
from a security perspective. We, therefore, need a method
to lessen this onslaught. In SBAKM-HS, the memory of the
smart healthcare device does not save the secret data in an
unencrypted form. Additionally, ifAmanages to take control
of a smart healthcare device and utilises an advanced power
analysis attack to retrieve data from its memory [24]. In this
case,A is able to obtain the smart healthcare device’s session
key and not those of the other devices. Each session key is
distinct because they are created using a variety of secret and
random values. The session keys of other devices cannot be
obtained by obtaining just this session key. The remainder of
the communication is therefore still safe and secure. Thus,
SBAKM-HS is protected from physical attacks that try to
capture smart healthcare devices. As a result, SBAKM-HS
is safeguarded against the ‘‘physical smart healthcare device
capture attack.’’ □
Proposition 7: SBAKM-HS has ability to defend the stolen

verifier attack.
Proof: In SBAKM-HS, the cloud server’s database

contains a secure section where all confidential informa-
tion is kept. It is important to mention that such databases
are enabled as ‘‘multi-region, multi-master replication and
offer extensive data governance with several levels of secu-
rity, including network isolation and end-to-end encryp-
tion [25], [26].’’ The aforementioned situations prevent
attackers from using secret parameters to launch subse-
quent attacks like ‘‘MITM, impersonation, unauthorised
computation of session keys,’’ and so on. As a result, A
on SBAKM-HS is safeguarded against the stolen verifier
attack. □

VI. FORMAL SECURITY OF THE PROPOSED SBAKM-HS
USING ROR MODEL
In this section, we will begin by discussing the Real-Or-
Random (ROR) model [27], and we will then proceed to

discuss the session key security provided by SBAKM-HS in
Theorem 1.

A. ROR MODEL
The formal security proof of SBAKM-HS is carried out
in accordance with the ROR model [27]. Participants in
SBAKM-HS include the smart healthcare devices HDi, per-
sonal servers PSj, cloud servers CSk , and the TA.

Participants.5t
HDi ,5

u
PSj ,5

v
CSk and5w

TA are for represent-
ing instances t , u, v and w of HDi, PSj, CSk and TA, respec-
tively. These are also considered as random oracles [28].

Accepted state. If, after getting the very last expected
protocol message, an instance 5t enters what’s known as an
accept state, then that instance is said to be in an accepted
state. The session identity (sid) is understood to be the
ordered concatenation of the exchanged messages, which
include both the sent and received messages of an instance
5t for the session that is presently running.

Partnering. Assume that 5t1 and 5t2 are two different
examples. They are considered to be partners if all of the
following conditions are met at the same time: 1) Both 5t1

and 5t2 are in an accept state; 2) Both 5t1 and 5t2 mutually
authenticate each other, and both are assigned the same sid ;
and 3) Both 5t1 and 5t2 are partners of the other.

Freshness. 5t
HDi or 5v

PSj are thought to be in a fresh state
if the created session key SKij between HDi and PSj has not
been revealed to an opponent A with the assistance of the
reveal query (Reveal) that is defined further down in this
paragraph [21], [28].
Adversary. According to the DY model, which is

explained in the threat model,A has complete command over
all of the network’s communication channels. Therefore, A
is able to not only listen in on conversations but also alter,
invent, delete, and introduce new communications into the
network. Additionally, in accordance with the ROR, A will
have access to the queries listed below:

• Execute(5t , 5u, 5v, 5w): After running this query, A
will be able to read the communications that are being
passed back and forth between the permitted entities
HDi, PSj, CSk , and TA. This inquiry is modeled around
an attempt to listen in on conversations (eavesdropping).

• Send(5t ,Msg): Whenever A runs this query, it has the
ability to send a message, denoted by the symbol msg,
to a participant instance 5t and also has the capacity to
receive a returnmessage. A query of this nature is treated
as an active attack model.

• Reveal(5t ): The currently active session key SKij that
was computed by 5t (and its partner) is divulged to A
as soon as this query is executed.

• Test(5t ): The semantic security of the session key SKij
that was established between HDi and PSj is put to the
test by this query. Before beginning the experiment, the
first thing that is done is to toss a coin c that has no
bearing on the outcome. After then, the result is only
kept a secret fromA, and it is used to determine the result
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of the Test query. After executing this query, an instance
5t will return SKij when c = 1, and SKij will be either
a new number or a random number when c = 0; in all
other cases, the result will be ⊥ (null).

According to the threat model that has been presented, it is
assumed that both the PSj and the TA can be relied upon. As a
result, it is presumed that Test(5t ) does not have access to
any other potentially corrupt queries that are associated with
either the PSj or the TA.
A is able to have a large number of Test queries directed

to either 5t
HDi or 5u

PSj . The outcome of the Test query has
to be in line with the random bit c, which is a requirement.
At the end of the game, A will return a guessed bit of c′,
and if c′ = c, then he or she will have won the game.
If Succ indicates that there is a possibility that A will win
the game, then the advantage AdvSBAKM-HS

A that A has
over breaking the semantic security of the authenticated key
agreement system (SBAKM-HS) in order to derive SKij from
HDi and PSj is denoted by

AdvSBAKM-HS
A = |2.Pr[Succ] − 1|.

Random oracle. The collision-resistant one-way cryp-
tographic hash function h(·) will be accessible to all the
communication entities, including A. This includes all the
communicating entities. As described in [28], we model h(·)
as a random oracle denoted by OH.

B. SECURITY PROOF
In Theorem 1, we now give the semantic security of
SBAKM-HS.
Theorem 1: In the ROR model, letA represent a rival that

competes against our SBAKM-HS method while operating
in polynomial time t. The advantage that A brings to the
process of breaching the semantic security of SBAKM-HS can
be estimated as

AdvSBAKM-HSA ≤
q2hash

|Hash|
.

where qhash and |Hash| are the number of hash OH queries
and the range space of h(·), respectively.

Proof: We proceed according to a demonstration of this
theorem that is analogous to the one stated in [21] and [28].
We will define the four games Gamej (j = 0, 1, 2) in which
the event denoted by the variable Succj may occur, namely
thatA may successfully predict the bit c in Gamej and there-
fore win that game. Game0 is the actual attack, which kicks
off the game, while Game2 is the final step in the process
of finishing the game. Below you will find a more in-depth
explanation of each of these games.

• Game0: It is modeled after the actual assault, in which
the bit c has to be selected byA before anything else can
happen. Therefore, it follows that

AdvSBAKM-HS
A = |2.Pr[Succ0] − 1|. (1)

• Game1: An attack involving listening in on conversa-
tions is represented using this game. A starts off by

Execute querying, then moves on to Test query. After
that, A will need to determine whether the session
key SKHDi,PSj is an actual number or a made-up one.
The computed session key is SKHDi,PSj = h(h(rs2||
RIDPSj || TCPSj )|| h(rs1|| MKHDi || TCHDi )|| RIDHDi ||
KHDi,PSj ||TS1|| TS2), so keep that in mind. Let’s say
that during the authentication and key establishment
process, A manages to get a hold of the messages
msg1 = {TIDHDi , M1, M2, TS1}, msg2 = {M3, M4, M5,

TS2}, msg3 = {M6, TS3}. However, the computation
of SKHDi,PSj is not helped by any of these messages
because it is computationally difficult to derive the
secret credentials (i.e., rs1, rs2, KHDi,PSj , kHDi , kTA, kPSj ,
RIDHDi , RIDPSj ) that create this key. This suggests that
this information does not boost A’s chances of winning
Game1 through the eavesdropping attack. As a result,
both Game0 and Game1 are comparable, and since this
is the case, we obtain,

Pr[Succ1] = Pr[Succ0]. (2)

• Game2: Within the confines of this game, A has the
ability to query the Send andOH.A is able to construct
a message on behalf of a participant. To create legal
messages msg1, msg2 and msg3. The secret credentials
(i.e., rs1, rs2, KHDi,PSj , kHDi , kTA, kPSj , RIDHDi , RIDPSj )
are necessary forA. However, using a collision-resistant
hash function known as h(·), these secret credentials
are concealed alongside the hash results. In addition,
each session’s messages msg1, msg2, and msg3 are dif-
ferentiated from the others due to the use of random
secret numbers (rs1, rs2) and current timestamps (TS1,
TS2, TS3). As a result, hash values do not experience
collisions. The games Game1 and Game2 are exactly
the same except that Game2 simulates the Send and
OH queries. The following is the conclusion that can be
drawn from the birthday paradox:

|Pr[Succ1] − Pr[Succ2]| ≤
q2hash

2.|Hash|
. (3)

Since all the queries have been executed by the adversary
A, it is only left to guess the correct bit c. It then follows
that

Pr[Succ2] =
1
2
. (4)

Eqs. (1)–(4) give
1
2
.AdvSBAKM-HS

A = |Pr[Succ0] −
1
2
|

= |Pr[Succ1] − Pr[Succ2]|

≤
q2hash

2.|Hash|
. (5)

Finally, multiplying both sides of Eq. (5) by a factor of 2,
we obtain the required result:

AdvSBAKM-HS
A ≤

q2hash
|Hash|

.

□
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FIGURE 2. SPDL snippet for the role of a smart healthcare device HD.

VII. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION OF SBAKM-HS
USING SCYTHER TOOL
In this section, we talk about the formal security verifica-
tion of SBAKM-HS. Via the use of the Scyther tool, formal
security of SBAKM-HS is verified [3], [29], [30]. It is a
better and more effective tool for falsifying, verifying, and
analysing the given security protocol when compared to
existing verification tools like ProVerif and AVISPA. The
scyther tool is predicated on optimal suppositions of cryp-
tography. It means that an attacker won’t be able to decrypt
the data without the secret key. Via the usage of Security
Protocol Descriptive Language (SPDL), it simulates user-
defined security protocols. In the SPDL specification, each
communicating party is represented by a specific role, which
is capable of performing a number of functions, like as events,
required security claims, and send (it is sending of a mes-
sage), recv (it is receiving of a message) [31]. The Scyther
tool works through the guidelines of the Dolev-Yao (DY)
model plus nine more adversarial models, i.e., eCK model
and the CK model. The tests offered by Scyther are said to
validate security aspects like ‘‘secrecy, authentication, syn-
chronisation, aliveness, weak agreement and agreement.’’ In
SBAKM-HS, we consider two basic roles for the simulation
of authentication and key agreement phase, which are HD
(for smart healthcare device) and PS (for personal server).

SBAKM-HS is then implemented using the SPDL. The SPDL
snippets of SBAKM-HS (for the role of HD) and (for the role
of PS) are given in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Finally, Fig. 4 shows the
results obtained Scyther tool’s implementation and analysis.
Following examination, it was determined that the SBAKM-
HS is protected by the mentioned claims.

VIII. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS OF SBAKM-HS
This section includes information on numerous comparisons
between the SBAKM-HS and other present schemes, like
as, the technique of He-Zeadally [32], Deebak and Al-
Turjman [33], Jang et al. [34], Das and Namasudra [5] and
Merabet et al. [35] (both protocols). In terms of ‘‘communi-
cation costs, computation costs, and security and functional-
ity factors,’’ comparisons have been made.

Table 2 compares several key elements of proposed
SBAKM-HS to a few recently released schemes in terms
of security and functionality attributes. As compared to
the mechanisms of He-Zeadally [32], Deebak and Al-
Turjman [33], Jang et al. [34], Das and Namasudra [5] and
Merabet et al. [35] (both protocols), it has been shown that
proposed SBAKM-HS offers better security and more func-
tionality capabilities.

In order to compare computational costs, Th and Tfe
notations are used, which are the time duration of a
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FIGURE 3. SPDL snippet for the role of a personal server PS.

FIGURE 4. Results of security verification using Scyther tool.

‘‘one-way hash function (say, SHA-256 hashing algorithm)’’
and a ‘‘fuzzy extractor function (Gen(·)/Rep(·),’’ subse-
quently. Table 3 lists the execution times for various cryp-
tographic operations utilized in [4].

Then Table 4 compares the cost of computation for
several approaches. In the ‘‘authentication and key agree-
ment phase’’, the proposed SBAKM-HS needs 16Th ≈

5.12 ms. The computation cost of the SBAKM-HS is better
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TABLE 2. Comparative analysis of security and functionality factors.

TABLE 3. An approximate time estimate for various cryptography
elements [4].

TABLE 4. Comparing of computing requirements.

than most of the compared schemes, for example, mecha-
nisms [32], [33], [34], and [35]. Moreover, the scheme of
Das and Namasudra [5] has less computation cost, however,
it may be approved as SBAKM-HS provides better secu-
rity and extra factors as compared to the scheme of Das

TABLE 5. Comparing of communication costs.

and Namasudra [5]. Also, Das and Namasudra protocol [5]
requires less computation, but it can still be chosen because
the proposed SBAKM-HS offers superior security and other
operational capabilities.

In the ‘‘authentication and key agreement phase’’ of pro-
posed SBAKM-HS, the ‘‘messages msg1 = {TIDHDi , M1,

M2,TS1}, msg2 = {M3, M4 ,M5, TS2 to HDi and msg3 =

{M6, TS3} are transmitted betweenHDi and PSj.’’ Suppose an
‘‘identity’’, a ‘‘timestamp’’, a ‘‘random number (nonce)’’ and
a ‘‘hash output (if SHA-256 hashing algorithm is applied)’’
take 160 bits, 32 bits, 160 bits and 256 bits. Then, pro-
posed SBAKM-HS’s messages msg1, msg2 and msg3 need
(800 + 800+ 288) = 1888 bits. The entire SBAKM-HS
communication cost is thus calculated to be 1888 bits.
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TABLE 6. Information about the settings used to implement the testbed.

FIGURE 5. View of an implemented testbed of the proposed SBAKM-HS.

The transmission costs of SBAKM-HS and other equiv-
alent schemes are contrasted in Table 5. The information
provided makes it evident that SBAKM-HS requires less
communication expense than published methods. Nonethe-
less, it still outperforms Deebak- Al-Turjman [33]. The
proposed SBAKM-HS is more acceptable than Deebak-
Al-Turjman [33] since it provides greater security and func-
tionality aspects.

IX. TESTBED IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
PROPOSED SBAKM-HS
We describe the implementation of the testbed for the pro-
posed SBAKM-HS in this section. Information on the several
parameters used in the investigations is provided in Table 6.

For development, we used a ‘‘Raspberry Pi 3 device with
Bluetooth 4.1 and Wireless LAN, model number B802.11.’’
The healthcare sensing units were the MLX90614 and
MAX30100 (Heartbeat and Obs2). The work was carried out
using the Python 3.9.2 programming language. Other tools
used included ‘‘advance IP Scanner (to get the raspberry pi’s
IP address), PUTTY (to connect to the raspberry pi on the
system), and VNCViewer (to display the GUI interface of
the raspberry pi).’’ We have used ‘‘Google’s Android Studio
and Java 8 to construct an Android app.’’ The personal server
was contemplated using Google Firebase. The developed
Android app has capabilities like user registration and regis-
tration of various smart healthcare equipment with associated
patients. Every time, it also provides login information based
on biometrics and credentials. Additionally, it offers secure
access to the healthcare sensor’s most recent data, a history
of healthcare data that was sensed and received, and patient
information (such as identification (ID) patient, health condi-
tion parameter (physiological parameters), etc.,).

Fig. 5 shows the snapshot of an implemented SBAKM-HS
testbed. Fig. 6 depicts the view of the biometric-based
login process in the developed Android application (app).
After successful biometric login, the user gets the next step,
as shown in Fig. 6, where a user has to provide his/her
unique ID and password (credentials) for the successful login
process.

After successful login, a user can access the dashboard of
the application as shown in Fig. 7, in which the healthcare
data in real-time can be viewed as shown in Fig. 7. It has
views of patients’ details, history of medical records, lab
test records, etc. The readings of smart healthcare devices
(i.e., sensors) can be seen. For example, the implemented
application provides readings like the patient’s pulse, temper-
ature, and Spo2 level, which are shown here 70, 36◦C , and 97,
respectively.

A. IMPLEMENTATION OF BLOCKCHAIN PHASE
In this section, the details of the implementation of the
blockchain phase of the proposed SBAKM-HS are pro-
vided [8], [36]. In the simulation parts, various cases are
considered. The implementation is done on a ‘‘Windows 10
64-bit system with an Intel (R) core i5-8250U processor
running at 1.60GHz-1.80GHz.’’ The random-accessmemory
(RAM)’s size of the system is 8 GB. ‘‘Eclipse IDE 2019-12’’
is used for the platform along with Java programming lan-
guage. The number of ‘‘smart healthcare devices’’ are con-
sidered in each scenario as 10 (in case-1), 20 (in case-2), and
40 (in case-3). We have taken 5 in case-1, 10 in case-2,
and 15 in case-3 number blocks in the blockchain’s imple-
mentation. Total users are considered as 10 in case-1, 20 in
case-2, and 40 in case-3, respectively. Further, 4 miner nodes
(i.e., cloud servers) are considered in each case. Following
are the estimated specifications of the findings.

• Calculation of computational time: In all situations
taken into account, the impact of an increase in users
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FIGURE 6. View of biometric-based login process in the developed
android app.

FIGURE 7. View of user in developed Android app and monitored
physiological parameters.

and healthcare equipment is calculated in terms of com-
putation time (in seconds). For example, the expected
computation times (in seconds) for cases 1, 2, and 3 are
4.94, 5.28, and 6.70, respectively. The results are shown
in Figure 8. It’s vital to note that when we move from
case 1 to case 2 and case 2 to case 3, the computa-
tional time increases due to an increase in the number
of devices and users. It occurred because new blocks

FIGURE 8. Calculations of computational cost.

FIGURE 9. Calculations of transactions per second (TPS).

needed to be created and added to the blockchain as a
result of those events.

• Calculation of transactions per second (TPS): The
impact of more users and smart healthcare devices is
also evaluated in terms of transactions per second for
all scenarios taken into account (TPS). For example, the
projected TPS values for cases 1, 2, and 3 are 101, 189,
and 224, respectively. The results are shown in Figure 9.
It’s crucial to keep in mind that as the blockchain
expands, more users and devices join it, the number of
transactions per second (TPS) rises. It occurred because
new blocks needed to be created and added to the
blockchain as a result of those events. It progressively
increases TPS’s value.

X. CONCLUSION
For an IoMT-based smart healthcare system, we presented a
blockchain-driven authentication and keymanagementmech-
anism (in short SBAKM-HS). When the performance was
compared, the proposed SBAKM-HS performed better than
other existing methods. The formal security verification per-
formed using the Scyther tool and the conducted security
analysis demonstrated the proposed SBAKM-HS’s security
against a variety of potential attacks. Last but not least, the
testbed implementation of SBAKM-HS was offered so that
its effect on the system’s performance could be assessed.

We intend to expand the functionality capabilities of
SBAKM-HS in the future.
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